In sixth-to fourth-century Greece, certain peculiar forms of discourse emerged, concerned with nature and medicine, but also with astronomy and mathematics. These (often fragmented) texts all share a modern-looking obsession with truth and a modern-looking interest in method, argument, explanation, sometimes even proof, and refutation. When studying these forms of discourse, it is difficult to avoid terminology and notions like 'theory' , 'science,' and 'rationality' even for the modern reader who is aware of the dangers of anachronism. From a contemporary, ahistorical point of view, therefore, these forms of discourse do not look peculiar; rather, one is tempted to take them as evident pioneers of modern science. From the perspective of a comparative historian, however, who looks at how neighboring cultures in the Near East and in Egypt engaged with the same questions and problems at the same time, it is evident just how peculiar the Greek way of dealing with these phenomena actually was. In order to explain this, one has essentially a choice between two narratives: one describes the Greek scenario as an explosion before a Near Eastern-Egyptian background painted in dull colors, the other one prefers a model of continuous exchange and gradual acculturation. The former stresses how singular Greek discourse is, the latter shows how many elements it shares with ancient Near Eastern and Egyptian culture. While the former has been the orthodox position for a long time, recent research and the debate on orientalism have shattered both the evidence and the underlying assumptions for what once looked like a clear cultural divide
In this paper, I will look at medicine and mathematics, two fields in which Greek rationality has always seemed the most striking. While trying to historically contextualize the phenomenon within the eastern Mediterranean koinē, rather than choose one of the two narratives mentioned, I shall suggest a third. From my point of view, that which is usually presented as a difference between Greek and non-Greek discourses is located within the Greek cultures of mathematics and medicine themselves. In the course of my argument, the respective marginality of theoretical and non-theoretical approaches to medicine and mathematics will be reversed, at least partly. For lack of other evidence my argument relies almost exclusively on texts, but 'writing science' is only one of several practices that comes with 'doing science.' Thus, what is true for the former also throws a light upon the latter, which means that texts will be used here almost like 'index fossils.' I will first look at medical texts, then at mathematics. For each of the two fields, I will first try to sketch out a Greek branch of eastern Mediterranean traditions: that is, I will suggest that certain continuities existed. Second, I will then outline the specific 'Greek' way to do things. Third, I will try to explain how the two traditions relate to one another.
Medical Discourse
In ancient Mesopotamia and Egypt, professional medicine and its literature have a history that reaches back into the third millennium. Given the many cultural contacts between Greece and the ancient Near East, particularly Egypt or Mesopotamia and its surrounding cultures, from at least Mycenaean times down to Seleucid culture in the 3rd century, one would expect to find some signs of acculturation in the realm of medicine, just as, for example, they exist in the fields of writing or time-reckoning. Sometimes, close connections between early Greek medicine and its Near Eastern neighbors are simply taken for granted.2 If by 'sign' we mean certain, identifiable pieces of knowledge, however, the results are scarce.
Early Greek Medicine and Eastern Mediterranean Traditions:
Contacts Among the writings in the so-called Hippocratic Corpus there is a sub-group, once believed to be 'Cnidian' (as opposed to the 'Coan' school of Hippocrates
